ABSTRACT: An ontology-based product-recommender system can help catalog administrators in B2B marketplaces maintain up-to-date product databases by acquiring mapping information between the new product data and existing data. The proposed approach is keyword-based and independent of the underlying physical structure of product ontology. With a Bayesian belief network as its basis, the ranking algorithm utilizes semantics embedded within relationships defined in ontology to probabilistically determine the ranking scores. The methodology is implemented on a practical ontology system powerful enough to assist users in B2B marketplaces. Its effectiveness is demonstrated in comparison to the conventional search engines.
e-catalog administrator needs to map the given product's e-catalog (this can be thought of as a query to the system) with unknown product information stored in the product database. If any of the products recommended by the product recommender match the query, the product e-catalog submitted for registration by a supplier is ignored. 1 If not, the product's information will be newly added into the catalog database. Figure 1 shows this mapping process. The role of product recommender is much more important in this situation than in B2C Web sites, because if the system misses any of the same product information already stored in the database, it will be unable to ensure the catalog database does not maintain multiple copies of the same product. A recommender system with good performance can dramatically contribute to decreased catalog lead time, which is a part of the day-to-day operations in a typical B2B marketplace. The product information discovered by the mapping process can be used as a basis for virtual product mapping between the supplier's local product repositories and the product database maintained by a B2B marketplace. In addition, buyers can use the recommender system to search for products substitutable for, or related to, the original products demanded, as is the practice in B2C Web sites.
The approach to product recommendation discussed in this paper is based on content-based recommendation techniques that represent product data in ontological graphs. (Other researchers have also looked at content-based filtering and the use of ontology in recommendation [8, 14, 22] .) Product ontology, comprising the attributes and inter-relationships of products, is a key foundation for any e-commerce system. Representing product data in an ontological graph enriches the semantics of products and the relationships among them in a way that increases recommendation effectiveness. It is easy to see that a relationship such as "substituted for," if well modeled, may contribute significantly to the search for related products in a recommendation process. Even if obvious relationships like "substituted for" are not furnished in the product ontology, and as long as decent keyword descriptions of the product a user wants are provided, this approach can recommend products more precisely by utilizing information inherently embedded within product ontology, such as the semantics of attributes.
The approach presented here stores the product ontology in a relational database that constitutes a pragmatic and extensible way of having ontology in practical applications. The assumption that queries are given in the form of keywords describing the products makes any knowledge of the underlying database schema unnecessary for communication between user and system. This is significant, because database schema for product ontology have a wide variety of forms, ranging from universal tables to attribute-value pairs. In reality, it is virtually impossible for users of a product ontology to know enough about the underlying schema to issue queries in Structured Query Language (SQL). Besides, SQL is a complex language to learn, and standard SQL may not effectively reference ontology data. In contrast, other approaches let users access product ontology either by specifically tailored ontology SQL operators or via Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). The system discussed here implements a probabilistic ranking method to recommend products and present them in the order of their relevance. This method describes product,
Figure 1. A Mapping Process During Product Registration in B2B Marketplaces
classification scheme, relationships among attributes, and their semantics in terms of rules, and converts their associated confidence levels into probabilistic values that are in turn computed as part of a ranking value. The results of an empirical evaluation show that in some cases this approach improves recommendation effectiveness by 14-37 percent in comparison to conventional text-based search systems like Google Desktop (http://desktop.google.com) and Apache Lucene (http://lucene.apache.org).
Related Work
A great deal of research has focused on improving the quality of recommendations [8, 14, 22, 32] . Ziegler, McNee, Konstan, and Lausen, for instance, have proposed a method for improving user satisfaction through topic diversification [32] . Jung, Park, and Lee have devised a hybrid method of collaborative filtering and content-based filtering [14] . Middleton, Shabolt, and Roure use ontology for user profiling [22] , while Ghani and Fano [8] infer semantic attributes of products to better understand customers. Although these methods all help in predicting customers' interests, they overlook the problem of effectively organizing and extracting the product semantics. The present work is different in that it takes a practical approach to modeling and searching product ontology that achieves more accurate recommendations.
The Web has been extended in a way that incorporates information into well-defined semantics, thus facilitating cooperative work by computers and people. Ontology plays an essential role in realizing the Semantic Web. It is concerned with the taxonomic hierarchies of classes and class definitions, subsumption relations between classes, and knowledge about human beings and their world. XML-based markup languages such as DAML+OIL and OWL have been developed to represent ontology in the Web, and also have influenced e-commerce systems and other Web applications [10, 28] .
Product information is the domain of e-commerce where ontology seems most likely to play a vital role. Fensel, Ding, Omelayenko, and their colleagues recently listed the difficult aspects of building, maintaining, and integrating product information, and proposed the ontological approach as the answer [7] . Obrst, Wray, and Liu [24] suggest using cross-industry standard classifications such as United Nations Standard Products and Services Code (UNSPSC) (www.unspsc.org) and eCl@ss (www.eclass-online.com) as the upper ontology and industry-specific classifications as the lower ontology, thus achieving generality and specificity. Leukel discusses an effort to adopt the International Standards Organization (ISO) standard for product libraries [21] . All of this research, however, focuses on classification standards as the shape of ontology for product information. Classification hierarchies are an essential part of product-information semantics but make up only one piece of the puzzle.
The importance of attributes in product-information management is thoroughly introduced in two articles [11, 16] . In one, Hepp evaluates the quality of product-classification standards with respect to several factors, including the quality of their attribute lists [11] . In the other, Lee points out that a classification hierarchy is a representation of just one of many views of a set of products and notes that a product's identity and properties are not dependent only on how the product is classified [16] . In some product database design issues and guidelines, he observes, the focus is on properties (attributes) rather than on classification hierarchies.
For any semantic modeling to be suitable for its application domain, it is crucial to investigate what semantic concepts and relationships are desirable for the domain and capture them in the model. Moreover, as mentioned by Fensel et al., ontological modeling of an e-catalog requires that a conceptualization of the e-catalog be specified in terms of classes, properties, relationships, and constraints [7] . The concepts discussed in this paper were gleaned from a real project [19] . Their formal representations use description logics [18] .
Lee and Goodwin recently argued that building an OWL knowledge base is not practical for a large-scale ontology [20] . Instead, they promote a relational database approach in which reasoning is supported by storing facts in tables and representing rules in SQL triggers. Their work differs from what is presented in this paper in that they focus on providing a programmatic framework including APIs and query languages rather than on modeling related issues.
E-procurement is a domain that can benefit from well-defined product information. The entire process of registering a product, searching for a product, registering a buy request, adding new suppliers, and ordering requires accurate product information. The authors have built an ontology system to help with data integration for business processes for the Public Procurement Services (PPS) of Korea, the procurement unit for government and public agencies. 2 The system provides a universal ontology repository with browsing and searching capabilities that facilitate e-catalog sharing and interoperability [19] .
Traditionally, ranking keyword search results has been extensively studied in the context of text. Ever since the big bang of the Internet, this approach has received more attention in other contexts, such as Web and XML documents. In the information retrieval (IR) research community, text ranking typically uses keywords and their occurrence frequencies, such as tf and idf values [27] . For Web environments, PageRank and the Hypertext Induced Topic Search (HITS) algorithm are two of the best-known ranking algorithms [5, 17] . Both of them consider hyperlinks in computing the authority of a document. Documents with greater authority are positioned in higher ranks because they are regarded as globally important. The database research community has also begun to pay attention to the keyword search problem. Consider, for example, ObjectRank, presented by Balmin, Hristidis, and Papakonstantinou, which may be regarded as a modification of PageRank for relational databases [4] . The abundance of semantic relationships and their characteristics in the context of the Semantic Web has been thoroughly documented by Aleman-Meza et al. [1] . They blended semantic and information-theoretic techniques for a general search model in which users can vary their search modes to order the results in conformity to whether they need to do a conventional search or an investigative search. Other researchers use similar approaches that combine the weights of relationships by domain-specific ranking functions [2, 23, 26] .
Product Ontology
Product information is structured and consists of attributes and values mapped to classification schemes. If represented by plain text or in HTML format, the structural information cannot be fully exploited in retrieving relevant information. An ontological modeling approach is adopted here to represent the structures and relationships of product information in a formal and ready-to-use format. The modeling goal is not simply to design a "conceptual" product ontology model but to implement it as an operational ontology database model.
Product Ontology Modeling
Ontological modeling is an inherent process for building an ontology application regardless of the application domain. After completing a domain analysis, one begins by identifying the key concepts and the relationships between them that will best portray the domain. The product ontology offered in this paper treats products, classification scheme, attributes, and units of measure as the key concepts. Products, the most important concept, encompasses goods and services. The classification scheme and the attributes are used, respectively, to classify and describe the products. The unit of measure (UOM) is associated with the attributes. Figure 2 (a) illustrates the meta-model approach to product ontology. Metamodeling makes the product ontology model more extensible and flexible. The product model follows the basic meta-model, which employs three modeling levels: M0 (meta-class level), M1 (class level), and M2 (instance level). The M0 level, which describes high-level conceptual product ontology, comprises the aforementioned key concepts as meta-classes. As illustrated in Figure 2 (a), meta-classes may have relationships (meta-relationships) with one another.
These types of semantic relationships have been researched for a long time in multidisciplinary areas like cognitive science, logics, and databases. Winston, Chaffin, and Herrmann's classification scheme embodies one of the viewpoints on classifying semantic relationships [31] . Based on their work as well as on field experience [19] , the authors have formulated a taxonomy of semantic relationships for the product information domain, shown in Figure  2 (b), in which the top-level relationships include the general domain relationships, e-catalog domain-specific relationships, and user-defined relationships. The relationships for the general domain include inclusion, attribution, and synonym. As in the papers by Storey and by Winston, Chaffin, and Herrmann, these are semantically generic to various domains and should also be considered meaningful semantic relationships for the e-catalog domain [30, 31] .
The inclusion relationship describes cases in which an entity type contains other entity types, and it can be classified as either class inclusion or meronymic For example, the hard disk drive (HDD) and CPU are parts of a computer just as beef, garlic, and onions are parts of a beef stew. There are different semantic interpretations of this part-whole relationship. Like Winston, Chaffin, and Herrmann, the authors found that part-whole relationships include component-of, substance-of, member-of, portion-of, and feature-of relationships [31] . For example, Computer has Hdd, and Hdd has Dcspindle motor as its part.
Attribution describes the situation where an entity type describes properties or characteristics of other entity types. And finally, the synonym relationship describes an entity type with semantics similar to other entity types. For example, Laptop may be a synonym for a Notebook computer.
The next set of semantic relationships consists of relationships particularly conceivable for the e-catalog domain. They include substitute, complement, purchase-set, and mapped-to relationships. For example, a pencil is a substitute for a ballpoint pen, and an LCD monitor is a substitute for a CRT monitor in that each may act as a replacement for the other. In a complement relationship, one thing may be added to another in order to complete it or extend it. For example, an antiglare filter is a complement to a monitor. Similar but not identical to this, one notes that such products as a monitor, operating system, and mouse are purchased along with a personal computer. This is represented as a purchase set. Put differently, a personal computer has a purchase-set relationship with a monitor, an operating system, and a mouse.
While substitute, complement, and purchase-set are relationships among product classes, the mapped-to relationship assigns a product to a specific class code within a classification scheme or maps a class code of a classification scheme into the codes of different classification schemes. For example, an LCD panel product is mapped to (belongs to) the 43172410 commodity class under a certain standard classification scheme. A product class may be defined or classified differently depending on the classification scheme. For example, a personal computer is mapped to 43171803 in the UNSPSC classification system, and to 8471-10 or 8471-41 in the Harmonized System Codes (HS) system (www.foreign-trade.com/reference/hscode.htm).
Note that in Figure 2 , meta-class and meta-relationships are identified by the prefix M_, which indicates that they are meta-concepts. The M1 class level contains a snapshot or instance of the product ontology model in M0. That is, it illustrates a class schema of a product ontology database. The conceptual class schema may then be translated into its logical schema managed by an operational Database Management System (DBMS). For example, since Oracle 8i is the operational DBMS in the present project, the logical schema is a set of object-relational tables and views. Figure 3 illustrates a part of the class schema of the product ontology database. Note that Figure 3 does not include a logical schema for a simpler presentation purpose. Finally, the M2 instance level refers to the physical ontology data managed by the system. For example, notebook and LCD panel products at the M1 level are instances of the products meta-class at the M0 level, and there is a component relationship between them-a notebook contains an LCD panel, and an A notebook has attributes (described as propertyOf relationships), such as manufacturer, price, and weight. An individual notebook product, IBMX306, should appear at the M2 level. Readers interested in the details of this product ontology model, including the types of semantic relationships for the product domain, are referred to the paper by Lee, Shim, and Kim [18] .
OWL Representation of Product Ontology
The beauty of the modeling approach proposed here is that the product ontology model can be represented in a standard ontology language. The discussion in this section shows how the model can be represented in OWL [28] . An OWL knowledge representation for a specific domain may be the best way to utilize the techniques of so-called ontology engineering, such as the reasoning facility of OWL inference engines [15, 25, 29] . Recent research in the product ontology domain has helped to transform or publish the domain representation into OWL versions. The papers by Hepp and by Lee, Shim, and Kim are two of the most important relevant works [12, 18] .
Hepp focuses on OWL derivation for industry standard taxonomy, such as UNSPSC and eCl@ss [12] . Concepts are classified as generic concepts, an-notation concepts, or taxonomy concepts to capture the original semantics of the existing standards taxonomy. In work preliminary to this paper, the authors introduced a modeling framework that formally represents product ontology in DL (description logic) [18] . OWL has a theoretical background in DL, and a model in DL may be translated into OWL representation. This requires consideration of the employed OWL language in terms of expressiveness and complexity, along with its practical usage in the product information domain. Figure 4 illustrates the basic mapping from the product meta-model (see Figure 2a ) to an OWL representation in terms of key concepts and relationships. Note that the attribution ("PropertyOf") relationship between Products and Attributes has been renamed "hasAttribute" to avoid confusion with the property expression in OWL.
Basically, concepts can be represented by using owl:Class and relationships by owl:ObjectProperty or owl:DatatypeProperty. The isa relationships can be represented by rdfs:SubClassOf. The data-type property is used for relationships between a class instance and a data value, while object property is used for relationships between class instances. The incoming and outgoing edges of arcs illustrate, respectively, the property domain and the range of a property. Relationships may have additional property restrictions (owl:Restrictions) or property characteristics (owl:TransitiveProperty, owl:SymmetricProperty, owl: inverseOf, or owl:FunctionalProperty) to convey the proper semantic of the relationship. This is illustrated in Figure 5 , which is a more detailed example of Figure 4 .
In Figure 5 , desktop computers are 8471-10 and 43171803 commodities in the HS and UNSPSC classification systems, respectively. This member relation- Desktop computers and LCD monitors are generally purchased together. This is represented using owl:ObjectProperty::purchaseSET with an additional restriction with owl:SymmetricProperty to denote the symmetric property of the purchaseSET property. In addition, if the domain of purchaseSET is limited to desktop computers, then the range should be limited by adding the owl: someValuesFrom restriction.
The individual products are represented by using rdf:type, the Resource Description Framework (RDF) property expression that ties an individual to a class to which it belongs. For example, LCDx1751QD and SAMSUNG MagicStation are individual LCD monitors and desktop computers, respectively, and can be represented by <LCDMonitors rdf:ID="LCDx1751QD"> and <DesktopComputer rdf:ID ="SAMSUNGMagicStation">.
LCD monitor products have DisplaySize as an attribute. This is represented by owl:ObjectPropertyOf::hasDisplaySize, of which domain and range are restricted to LCD monitors and DisplaySize. In attribute classes, DisplaySize is a subtype of Size and also a synonym for MonitorSize. This may be represented using rdfs:SubClassOf and owl:EquivalentClass, respectively.
Figure 5. An Exemplary OWL Representation for Computer-Related Products
Finally, the DisplaySize attribute is associated with the Length UOM, and the instances of Length UOMs include "inch" and "cm." Like the preceding examples, these may be represented using owl:ObjectPropertyOf::useUOM and rdf:type. Note that "inch" and "cm" UOMs may be converted (1 inch = 2.54 cm). The conversion equation can be represented and processed by a knowledge representation language like RACER [9] . For example, it can be represented in RACER as follows: (implies Top (=inch (*2.54 cm))). Each equation in the present project is represented as a convertedTo relationship and maintained in a relational table.
Recommending Products in Product Ontology

Probabilistic Reasoning
The product ontology represented by the ontology language consists of a set of rules denoting the terminologies and their relationships (TBox) and a set of assertions denoting instances of concepts (ABox). By exploiting the rules and assertions defined in the product ontology, one can infer more instances possibly relevant to the user query. In product ontology, however, only sentences that are definitely true are defined, and regular inference cannot deal with the degree of relevance of product information to a user query. Informationretrieval applications like this one require a search of the product information most similar to the user query. This means that the inference engine must be extended so that it manages a probabilistic degree of relevance at each inference procedure. Probabilistic reasoning is an example of an extension that incorporates probabilistics with logics [6, 13] . In probabilistic reasoning, axioms are associated with probabilities. This section shows how the rules represented by a product ontology graph contribute to the ranking of keyword queries. The details of how the probabilities are estimated for rules defined in the ontology and how they are incorporated to rank the queries are given in the next subsection.
The recommending algorithm employs a graph structure known as a product ontology graph to represent a snapshot of the underlying product ontology. Forming a product ontology graph from the product ontology defined by OWL is easy and intuitive. An example of a product ontology graph appears in Figure 6 . There are two types of nodes in a product ontology graph. The first type is a schematic node. The schematic node, represented by a rectangle in the graph, denotes a concept at the M1 class level, such as product class, classification scheme, UOM, or attribute. The second type of node is an instance node. The instance node, represented by an ellipse in the graph, denotes an instance of the M2 level. Accordingly every instance node has an associated schematic node. For example, instance nodes "IBM S40" and "WD 2120" denote individual products associated with "Desktop computers" and "HDD" product class, respectively. Note that the schematic nodes are annotated by the corresponding concepts at the M0 meta-level-for example, computers are annotated by <<Products>>. 
Example 1
Given a query to find a UNSPSC code for products "IBM P4 3.0GHz," the system should return 48171803 (desktop computers) or 48171801 (notebook computers), or both. Conventional cumulative ranking functions such as PageRank would rank desktop computers higher than notebook computers simply because they would determine that the global importance of desktop computers is greater than that of notebook computers (i.e., the number of incoming edges for desktop computers is greater) [5] . However, from a probabilistic point of view, the keywords "IBM P4 3.0GHz" are more relevant for notebook computers, because every product in a notebook computer is "IBM P4 3.0GHz," whereas only half of the products in a desktop computer are "IBM P4 3.0GHz." Note that most of the probabilistic classification algorithms, including the Naive Bayesian classifier, would return notebook computers as a result, as will be explained further on.
Example 2
Keywords used in a query may refer to attribute values, attribute names, category names, and even relationship names. The system should take all the nodes and relationships containing the keywords into consideration when ranking the products. The importance of a keyword may depend on the type of node it occurs in. As an example, in the query "IBM computer with components of P4 CPU," the keywords "computer," "component," and "CPU" are the names of a product class, a relationship, and an attribute class, respectively. The importance of the given keywords may also be dependent on where they occur.
Example 3
Given a query to find an "IBM desktop computer with SG HDD," there is no individual product satisfying the keywords in a desktop computer class. Since a substitute relationship between desktop and notebook computers is found in the product ontology graph, IBM G41 notebook would be returned as a result, more precisely as a substituting product.
As shown in the preceding examples, it is important to take note of certain features of product ontology searching. First, the ranking function should consider not only the concepts that contain the keywords but other contextual information, such as the number of products in the same class and the number of links (Example 1). The recommending algorithm presented in this paper uses a well-known probabilistic model to accurately measure the relevance of query results, while others either use a simple additive function to compute the ranks or do not even attempt to apply the probabilistic model to product ontology.
Second, the ranking function should consider various kinds of relationships. The large number of relationships include member, instance, attribute, and other relationships between products. As seen in Example 2, keywords in the query can be attribute or relationship names. If a name of a relationship between products is matched with the given keyword, then it would make the incident products relevant to the query. The ranking function is allowed to have a different weight on each relationship in order to reflect different types and names of relationships.
Third, a relationship, such as "substitute" in Example 3, could be used to offer relevant products to users. Even though the name of the relationship is not mentioned in the query, the products linked to relevant products by such a relationship should be returned as results. The next subsection overviews the ranking algorithm that considers the features mentioned above.
Ranking by Bayesian Network
Product ontology graphs are modeled as Bayesian belief networks because this is one of the most powerful and practical modes of probabilistic reasoning [3, 6] . Every concept in ontology corresponds to a variable in the Bayesian belief network, and similarly, every relationship in ontology corresponds to a conditional dependence in the Bayesian network. As seen in the preceding examples, the scores of concepts are determined not only by the concepts but also by the participating relationships. Specifically, the scores of concepts are propagated to other concepts along the relationships in a manner similar to the case of PageRank. But the propagation method differs from PageRank in that the propagated scores are not considered to be equal. Instead, scores in the model are propagated to adjacent nodes by multiplying a weight, or propagation ratio, defined specifically for each relationship type. Once the propagation ratio is defined, the scores of the nodes containing the keywords are propagated to other nodes by multiplying the propagation ratio. As for an instance edge, the propagation ratio is defined probabilistically. For example, the propagation ratio of an edge between an instance and a class can be defined as the probability of selecting the instance from all the instances within the class. For other types of semantic relationships defined earlier, the propagation ratios are defined as the degree of belief in the relationship type predefined by the administrator. For example, 1 is assigned as a propagation ratio for substitute and synonym relationships, and 0.1 for part-whole relationships. Thus, products in substitute or synonym relationships are ranked higher than products in part-whole relationships. If the relationship name contains keywords used in the query, as in Example 2, the propagation ratio can be determined on the fly during the query processing time. Relationships that contain keywords have a larger value than the others for the propagation ratio.
The fundamentals of the Bayesian belief network are required to illustrate the model's searching and scoring methods. Figure 7 illustrates a simple Bayesian belief network. In this model, there are nodes k i (1 ≤ i ≤ 4), each of which denote the ith index term. The user query q is modeled as a node and linked to the keywords node k i if the user query contains the ith index term. Nodes in the product ontology graph are also modeled as nodes r 1 , d 1 , d 2 , which are pointed to by the keywords nodes if they contain the keywords. In the belief network model, the nodes represent random variables, the arcs portray causal relationships between the variables, and the strengths of these causal influences are expressed by conditional probabilities. According to Baeza-Yates and Riberiro-Neto [3] , P(d j |q) is adopted as the similarity of the concept d j with respect to q, which is computed as (1) where K is a set of all keywords.
The problem with Equation (1) is that it does not consider a related concept, r 1 in Figure 7 , in ranking concept d 1 . Equation (1) can be extended to incorporate the related concepts in calculating the scores. Let R denote a set of nodes related to node d j and containing the given keywords. Considering the score propagation from r to d j , one can compute P(d j |q) as the following:
In Equation (2), the score of d j given query q is determined not only by P(d j |k i ), as in Equation (1), but also by P(d j |r) and P(r|k i ). P(d j |r) and P(r|k i ) denote the causal relationships from r to d j given keyword k i . Specifically, the score of r, P(r|k i ), is propagated to d j by multiplying a propagation ratio P(d j |r) and adding it to its original score P(d j |k i ).
To complete the belief network, it is necessary to specify the conditional probabilities, P(d j |k i ), P(r|k i ), P(q|k i ), and P(d j |r). Distinct specifications of these probabilities allow the modeling of different ranking strategies. For example, P(d j |k i ) can be estimated by n ij /n i , where n ij and n i denote the number of occurrences of each keyword k i in d j and the number of occurrences of k i in Figure 7 . Example of a Bayesian Belief Network
the entire ontology graph, respectively. Alternatively, if the value is normalized by the size of the data, |d j |, P(d j |k i ) can be estimated as where D is the set of concepts in the ontology. P(r|k i ) can be estimated in the same way as P(d j |k i ) because both r and d j denote the concepts in the ontology graph. P(q|k i ), on the other hand, can be estimated as the idf value of term k i because it denotes the importance of the term in the query [3] .
P(d j |r) in Equation (2) represents the degree of belief on d j given r. Although the exact value is not known at the time of ontology construction, it can be estimated by link analysis or can be determined by an administrator. For example, d in, r /r out , where d in,r is the number of incoming edges of d from r and r out is the number of outgoing edges from r, can be used as such an estimate. This is similar to the PageRank computation in that the amount of score propagation is proportional to the probability of selecting node d from r out related nodes. Note that a Naive Bayesian classifier can be simulated by using d in, r /d in instead of d in, r /r out , where d in is the total number of incoming edges to d. In some cases, P(d j |r) can be predefined by the administrator depending on the relationship types. For example, the value of 1 can be set for the instance relationship from the instance product to the product class and 0 for the reverse direction, to ensure that the relevance of instance products is not affected by the keywords of other instances.
Given the probabilistic similarity computation defined in Equation (2), an algorithm is needed that ranks the query results from the ontology databases. We provide a simple ranking algorithm, the NaiveAlgorithm, which iteratively approximates the ranks of concepts.
The NaiveAlgorithm is summarized in Figure 8 . The algorithm is given as inputs to the ontology database G, a set of keywords k, the number of returned results n, and the maximal level of inferences l. The maximal level of inferences l denotes the degree of inferences (following semantically relevant concepts) that can be applied to each node. Initially, it computes P(d j |k) for each node d j (1 ≤ j ≤ n) in the product ontology graph and makes a vector S : <P(d 1 |k), P (d 2 |k) , . . . , P(d n |k)>. For ease of exposition, it is assumed that P(d j |k) denotes the result of summing P(d j |k i ) multiplied by P(q|k i ) for every i as Equation (1) . Then an n × n matrix E is made where each element e i,j is P(d i |d j ) specified by the administrator or estimated by link analysis (as explained above). By adding E × D to S, the propagated score of nodes denoted in Equation (2) is computed after following the semantically relevant concept node. ED is iterated 1 time, where 1 is a user-defined threshold. The NaiveAlgorithm is similar to PageRank and HITS in that it iteratively computes instance scores by vector calculation. As Kleinberg shows, S converges to an equilibrium state, an eigenvector of E, when the number of inferences increases arbitrarily [17] . Analogously, the present algorithm converges to an equilibrium state, but the
, maximum number of iterations has been limited because a relatively small value (about 20) of l is sufficient for the vectors to become stable [17] . Thus, the score of every node can now be computed in a timely manner.
Example 4
Consider the product ontology graph in Figure 9 . Given the query "IBM P4 3.0 computers" and 1 = 2, here is how the nodes are ranked by the NaiveAlgorithm. We let P(d j |k) = 1 for d containing some keywords in k and 0 otherwise. For simplicity, P(q|k) and P(k) are also assumed to be 1. First, the nodes are sorted according to the subscription above each node and the score vector is made S. The overall ranking should be <6, 7, 9, 4, 2, 3, 1, 8, 5> represented by node numbers. The most relevant product is "IBM G41" represented by node 6. If the intention was to find product classes, the algorithm would return Notebook Computers, as illustrated in Example 1.
Finally, the keyword-retrieval process in product ontology works as follows. First, nodes in the product ontology graph are searched for key terms in the query, since nodes correspond to classes, attributes, and the attribute values of individual product instances. The scores of nodes are determined by the sum of the tf-idf values corresponding to the keywords, and each node's score is propagated to related nodes [3] . The amount of propagation is determined probabilistically by considering the types of attributes, relationships, or their cardinality. After a certain number of times, propagation is terminated, and the ontology-based recommender (OBR) returns the recommendation results in the order of their final scores. 
Experimental Evaluation
Experiment Setup
The retrieval effectiveness of the OBR will now be compared with the literature on two widely used search engines, Google Desktop (http://desktop.google. com) and Apache Lucene (http://lucene.apache.org). When installed on a local computer, Google Desktop indexes all the document files locally stored in its own index structure and supports searches for HTML documents as well as other unstructured document types, such as e-mail, PDF, and Microsoft Word file formats. Although its ranking algorithm may not utilize the well-known PageRank, which analyzes hyperlink structure to find popular documents, it has the ability to index a large number of document files and compute the relevance of documents with its tf-idf (term frequency and inverse document frequency) style ranking function. Apache Lucene, like Google Desktop, also indexes documents in its own index files. Lucene's ranking function is based on the vector space model of information retrieval (e.g., the cosine distance between document and query vector). 3 Moreover, Lucene is capable of fast indexing and searching while supporting flexible application development. It treats a document as a sequence of fields comprising name/value pairs. This makes Lucene's index structures well suited for product data consisting of attribute-value pairs. Since Lucene provides Java interfaces for indexing with an external lexical analyzer, the experiment used the same lexical analyzer that was used in building product ontology. The lexical analyzer utilizes a set of well-defined dictionaries and is optimized for the Korean language in the product domain, so it naturally outperformed the system-provided standard analyzer. In addition, different settings were tried in issuing queries to Lucene, concatenating the query terms with AND/OR. On average, ORing the query terms resulted in the highest level of accuracy. In order to conduct a fair comparison, only the best possible setup was made for Lucene (i.e., the optimized lexical analyzer with OR queries).
The dataset for the experiment was taken from a practical product ontology database. The selected database is the basis of the ontological product information system for data integration used by Korea's Public Procurement Services (PPS). As the procurement system for government and public agencies, PPS currently contains information for more than 500,000 individual products represented by about 900,000 concepts and 21 million semantic links (relationships) (www.g2b.go.kr:8100/index.jsp) [19] . The concepts and relationships in the ontology include various product classification hierarchies, mappings between classes of different classification schemes, attributes for each product class, UOMs for each attribute, conversion rules between UOMs, manufacturers, synonyms, and many other relationships, such as purchaseset and substitution.
For the experiment with Google Desktop, a dataset of HTML catalogs was constructed that stored all the product information in separate HTML files. Each HTML catalog contains all of the attributes and values of a product in a table format, which is a common way of representing product catalogs. For Lucene, every attribute name and value was indexed by the name-value pair along with its related product class.
Performance comparisons were performed on two test sets of queries. The first test set was a set of raw product descriptions acquired from the user request log. The user request log contains product data in a free format that customers submit for cataloging. Each product data in the request log is connected to the actual product identification code of the corresponding product already stored in the PPS system. The second set for the experiment was a set of product descriptions randomly selected from the PPS databases. The quality of the raw product description was worse than that of PPS databases because each product description in the user request log is standardized, cleansed, and supplemented by a domain expert when added to the existing catalog. For example, the PDP television represented as "Samsung PAVV PDP television SPD-55P4HDS, PDP 55inch" in the PPS databases is given as "PDP Samsung 55P4HDS" in the first test set (user request log).
These product descriptions were used in two test sets as keyword queries to OBR, Apache Lucene, and Google Desktop. The queries for Apache Lucene were constructed in its own format, which consists of attribute-value pairs. The product identification codes were not included in the queries because the recommender system must not be informed about the exact products. Since the experiment was only interested in whether the exact product was recommended (i.e., every other product was irrelevant), and in practice a recommender system can usually only recommend a limited number of products, the performance yardstick employed was the top-k precision-the probability of retrieving the exact product at top-k results instead of measuring precision and recall, as in the IR domain. The estimate of probabilities in OBR used the normalized value and idf mentioned earlier. Specifically, the score of a node P(d j |k i ) is estimated as where n ij , |d j | and D denote the number of keywords i in node j, the number of all keywords in node j, and the set of all nodes in ontology databases, respectively.
4 P(q|k) is estimated by the idf value of keyword k. P(d|r), the degree of belief for each relationship, is estimated for each relation type, for example, relationships between Product and Attribute or Product and ClassificationScheme are set to a value between 0.9 and 0.1, depending on the importance of the relationship, whereas it is set to 1 if the name of the relationship contains the query keywords. Figure 10 shows the top-k precisions of OBR, Google Desktop, and Apache Lucene in the raw test set (the first test set). The raw test set consisted of 8,500
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product descriptions selected from the user request log. Top-1, top-2, and top-3 indicate the percentage of retrieving the exact product by the recommender at rank one, rank two, and rank three, respectively. Only the top three were considered, because there was little precision gain in any of the systems with the retrieval of additional results.
As shown in Figure 10 , OBR recommended the exact product with about 70 percent precision in top-3 results on average, while the Google Desktop showed only 44 percent precision. Unlike OBR, Google Desktop merely looks at the product catalog as a flat text, neglecting important semantics inherent to product catalogs, such as attributes for each class and attribute values of individual product instances. OBR can distinguish an attribute name from its value for any given query and thus can perform a search more effectively accommodating a different scoring strategy for each attribute by applying the appropriate propagation ratio. Apache Lucene, on the other hand, shows almost the same precision as OBR. Lucene performed similarly to OBR because the type of information stored in product ontology is mostly simple attributevalue type relationships, which are also stored in Lucene. In the PPS dataset used in the experiments, more than 90 percent of the 21 million relationships were attribute-value type relationships. Lucene indexes them in the form of (attribute, value) pairs and utilizes them in query processing just as well as OBR. Moreover, queries to Lucene were given in the form of (attribute, value) pairs, which surely gave an advantage to Lucene because it could use the information to narrow the scope down to products that only contained values in the specified attributes. The remaining 10 percent of the data, such as classification hierarchies and relationships among products, had little effect on precision effectiveness, because any one of them hardly matched the keywords in the test queries, which were straightforward product descriptions.
Figure 10. Top-3 Precisions of Recommending a Product on Raw Test Set
The score propagation of OBR also had little effect in searching a single product, because the propagation ratio between products was set to zero, so that the scores of products containing the query terms were not propagated to other products. The propagation ratio was derived from experience, which demonstrates the very low probability that a product with no query terms is the right product even if related products contain the query terms. The score propagation from other nodes, such as product classes, was also insignificant, since query terms which are product descriptions rarely match the keywords in the definition of product classes.
The effect of score propagation in OBR was illustrated by another experiment in which product classes were recommended for a given product description. This experiment was performed simply because the effect of score propagation is not maximized in the case of product recommendation. If a keyword such as the manufacturer's location (which has to be a long distance from its product information in an ontology graph) 5 was included in the test queries, the score propagation would have shown better effects even for a product recommendation. To better simulate such cases in the experiment, classes were selected (again, in the graph they have to be a long distance from the submitted product information) and tested for retrieval instead. As in the preceding experiment, this one evaluated the top-3 precision of finding an exact product class given the query terms in raw product data description. Since Google Desktop and Lucene are not designed to recommend a product class automatically, the product class to which the recommended product belongs is regarded as a recommended class. This experiment was meaningful in that it estimated the effect of ranking with score propagation, as proposed earlier, in comparison to Lucene, which does not employ the score propagation. The results are shown in Figure 11 . Compared to Figure 10 , OBR outperformed both Google Desktop and Lucene by more than 37 percent and 14 percent, respectively. The reason for this difference in accuracy is that the scores of classes were probabilistically computed, reflecting propagated scores from products in instance relationship with the class and at the same time contain query terms. In Lucene, the scores of a product cannot be propagated to classes. Figure 12 shows the precision of finding the exact product using the second test set, consisting of 50,000 product descriptions randomly selected from the PPS database. Since the product data in PPS are cleansed, the average precision of the top-3 recommendations increased significantly compared to the The quality of raw product data varies considerably. The data may only contain a product name without a model number and description. Or they may contain values with inappropriate attributes (e.g., model number in a size attribute). Figure 13 shows how much the raw data differ from the matching product descriptions in the PPS system. The results were obtained by analyzing 30,000 raw product descriptions sampled from request logs. The x-axis is the percentage of words that appear both in PPS product data descriptions and raw product descriptions submitted by customers. Keywords from the PPS data actually appear in the raw data descriptions for less than 40 percent of the products. On average, only 55 percent of the words in the PPS data appear in the raw data descriptions.
As seen in Figures 10 and 12 , the precision of recommender systems is significantly dependent upon the quality of the product data description. Although the experiment of Figure 10 was performed with raw product descriptions, but since the quality of product description may differ substantially in practice, as shown in Figure 13 , other experiments were additionally performed by gradually and randomly eliminating some of the keywords in the product descriptions. This was done to simulate real-world applications where raw data provided by customers do not adequately describe products. Using the same test set as in Figure 12 , Figures 14 and 15 show top-1 precision in finding the exact product and product class as the percentage of eliminated keywords increased. OBR consistently outperformed Google Desktop in both experiments despite the fact that precision decreases as elimination increases.
Figure 14. Top-1 Precision of Recommending a Product on PPS Test Set with Increasing Percentage of Eliminated Keywords
OBR had 6-9 percent better precision than Google Desktop in recommending products, whereas OBR and Lucene showed almost the same results as in Figure 12 . Note, however, that the score propagation of OBR took effect in recommending a product class, outperforming both Google Desktop and Lucene, as shown in Figure 15 .
Conclusion
The discussion in this paper shows that a recommender system based on product ontology provides better precision than systems based on the textretrieval technique. The approach presented in the paper enables users to reference product ontology directly through a simple keyword interface, thus opening the door for people with little knowledge of the product ontology system. The problem of ranking keyword query results was addressed by modeling the product ontology as a Bayesian belief network. The ranking model utilizes semantic relationships to probabilistically determine the ranking scores. The proposed methods of product ontology modeling and ranking are intuitive and practical for use on reasonably large ontology databases. An indexing structure and an optimized search algorithm for keyword queries are currently in development. They will be validated by a performance study, and the integration of the algorithm with the query processor of ontology database-management systems will be investigated.
NOTES
1. In reality, there is an endless list of actions that need to be taken in the situation. For example, the supplier, for future reference, may want to retain mapping
Figure 15. Top-1 Precision of Recommending a Product Class on PPS Test Set with Increasing Percentage of Eliminated Keywords
information between its product and the product information already stored in the marketplace's database.
2. The system is called KOCIS (Korea Ontology-based e-catalog Information System) and is available at www.g2b.go.kr:8100/index.jsp.
3. For details on the formula Lucene uses in scoring, refer to http://lucene .apache.org/java/docs/api/org/apache/lucene/search/Similarity.html 4. This estimate is the probability of selecting d j from all the nodes that contain k i . It behaves similarly to tf-idf because it grows as the frequency of k i in d j increases and the number of documents containing k i decreases.
5. Concept A is considered to be a long distance from concept B if A is not directly related to B, that is, the number of relationships in the shortest path from A to B in a ontology graph is larger than 1.
